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ABSTRACT: This paper examines the extent to which a picture of soldiers as 
outsiders derived largely from Latin comedy can be made to fit the surviving 
remains of Menander’s comedies. It starts with a survey of the evidence of Latin 
comedy, partly to establish the stereotype of the soldier as outsider, but partly 
also to show that even in Latin comedy not all soldiers conform to the 
stereotype. It then examines the comedies of Menander, where soldiers tend to 
be portrayed differently, though his Kolax seems to have preserved the 
stereotype. The implications of the word xenos (applied to the soldiers of Kolax, 
Perikeiromene and Sikyonios) are examined: it most naturally suggests that the 
soldier is seen as a ‘foreigner’ or ‘stranger’; but in some contexts it means 
‘mercenary soldier’, perhaps without necessarily implying foreignness. In any 
case, the soldier of Sikyonios turns out not to be a foreigner, and those of 
Perikeiromene and Misoumenos are known from the start to be citizens of the 
state where the play is set. 

In this paper I shall examine the extent to which a picture of soldiers as 
outsiders derived largely from Latin comedy can be made to fit the surviving 
remains of Menander’s comedies. There are three plays by Menander (Kolax, 
Perikeiromene and Sikyonios) in which a soldier is said to be a xenos, which most 
naturally suggests that he is seen as a ‘foreigner’ or ‘stranger’; but the 
implications of that word need to be examined. The paper will inevitably be 
aporetic, given the gaps in our knowledge of the relevant plays, but I hope it will 
be felt to raise interesting questions. It will start with a survey of the evidence of 
Latin comedy, partly to establish the stereotype of the soldier as outsider, but 
partly also to show that even in Latin comedy not all soldiers conform to the 
stereotype.1 

The typical soldier of Greek and Latin New Comedy is a mercenary, hiring 
himself out in the service of foreign rulers, and moving from one place to another. 
As Geoffrey Arnott has said, ‘New-Comedy soldiers are inveterate travellers, and 
they make a habit of acquiring new houses or lodgings just before the incidents of 
the plot get under way.’2 It is natural to think of them as rootless characters, 
permanent outsiders: Nesselrath defines the type as ‘the foreign, non-citizen 

 
1 I shall not give a survey of the development of the type in Greek literature; Blume (2001) offers a 
brief recent survey. Earlier discussions include those of Ribbeck (1882), Wysk (1921), MacCary 
(1972), and Hofmann and Wartenberg (1973). Blume 187-8 offers reasons for thinking that Roman 
audiences would be particularly receptive to the portrayal of mercenary soldiers as outsiders and 
buffoons (as being unfamiliar figures at Rome in the time of Plautus), but he also allows that (e.g.) 
Menander’s Kolax included a similar portrayal. (In fact Rome did occasionally employ 
mercenaries during the Punic Wars, but their army remained essentially a citizen army, unlike 
those of the Hellenistic kingdoms in the time of Menander.) 
2 Arnott (1996a) 188. 
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soldier’;3 he is doubtless a citizen of some city, but at least in several Latin 
comedies he is not a citizen of the state where the play is set. Lape (2004) 
suggests that the mercenary soldiers in Menander’s comedies function as 
surrogates for the Hellenistic monarchs for whom they fight, thus converting 
apparently domestic plots about love and marriage into allegories of inter-state 
relationships (though she is aware that in these Greek plays the soldier tends to 
be—or turns out to be—a citizen in the setting of the play, and she by no means 
sees these soldiers as stereotypical in their overall presentation). Because he is an 
outsider, it is easy for comedy to stereotype him as the man who deserves to lose 
out; thus he comes to be portrayed (above all in Latin comedy) as boastful, 
boorish, and unsuccessful in love. But these soldiers are also characteristically 
wealthy; they have enriched themselves quite considerably during their service as 
mercenaries, and that gives them an advantage over the relatively impoverished 
young citizens who are their rivals in those plays that concern affairs with 
prostitutes. To this extent, they are serious obstacles and require to be duped or 
circumvented if the course of love is to run as the audience wishes it to.4  

There is a clear case of such a soldier in Terence’s Eunuchus, where Thraso 
has returned from campaign abroad laden with wealth and is thus a dangerous 
rival for the young Athenian Phaedria for the attentions of the prostitute Thais. At 
759-60 Thais points out to another young Athenian, Chremes, the advantages he 
has over Thraso: ‘Well, just bear this in mind: the man you’re dealing with is a 
foreigner, less influential than you, less well known, and with fewer friends here.’5 
The audience has already seen Thraso to be a buffoonish, boastful soldier; now 
they learn that he is an outsider, a foreigner (peregrinus). For these reasons he is 
bound to lose out, not only to Chremes (who is here being persuaded to take the 
necessary action to keep his sister out of Thraso’s clutches) but also to Phaedria. 

It is easy enough to produce further examples of soldiers as outsiders from 
Latin comedy.6 In Pseudolus, Polymachaeroplagides, who threatens to deprive the 
young Athenian Calidorus of his beloved, is a Macedonian;7 in Truculentus (also 
set at Athens), Stratophanes is Babylonian;8 in Bacchides, Cleomachus is said to 
be a peregrinus at 1009. So much is the soldier the archetypal peregrinus that in 
Poenulus, when it has been agreed that Collybiscus should pretend to be 
peregrinus … ex alio oppido,9 it is as a soldier that he appears.10  

It is not always explicit where the soldier comes from: in Miles Gloriosus, for 
instance, although there is no reason to think that Pyrgopolynices is from Ephesus, 

                                                 
3 Nesselrath (1990) 325: ‘der fremde, nichtbürgerliche Soldat’. 
4 Admittedly, the soldier is not always the main victim of the intrigue, as is pointed out by Wehrli 
(1936) 108: in Pseudolus and Curculio it is the leno who loses out, and in Bacchides the tricks are 
directed against the father, not the soldier. For my views on Lape’s suggestion, see n.66 below. 
5 immo hoc cogitato: quicum res tibist peregrinus est, /  minus potens quam tu, minus notus, minus 
amicorum hic habens. 
6 cf. Leigh (2004) 134 n.151. 
7 51, 346, 617, etc. 
8 84, 202, 391-2, 472. 
9 175; cf. 560, 600, etc. 
10 620, 644 chlamydatus; 663-4 latro in Sparta fuit … apud regem Attalum; 802 miles factus. 
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where the play is set, we are not actually told that he is not; and in Poenulus, set at 
Calydon in Aetolia, we are not told whether Antamoenides (the true soldier of the 
play) is or is not a Calydonian. But we might feel that there is a sense in which 
their very profession makes them outsiders even in their own home state: they are 
so constantly on the move that they no longer have roots anywhere. If so, it is not 
crucial to the soldier’s presentation as an outsider that he be literally a peregrinus. 

However, these two plays give rise to further complications. Miles Gloriosus 
is set at Ephesus, but Pleusicles, the rival of the soldier, is not an Ephesian but an 
Athenian who has come to Ephesus to rescue his girl-friend from the soldier’s 
clutches; to the extent that he is able to enlist the support of an old family friend, 
he has the advantage of an inside track, but in terms of citizenship he is no more 
an insider than the soldier is. On the other hand, if the Greek original of this play 
was first put on somewhere in Attica (of which we cannot be certain), then the 
audience will have regarded Pleusicles as one of themselves.11 In Poenulus, set at 
Calydon, Agorastocles has been brought up as a Calydonian by adoption; but he 
knows himself to be a Carthaginian by birth, and at the end of the play it is 
established that the girl he loves is also Carthaginian, whereas the soldier 
Antamoenides certainly does not share that citizenship.12 It is hard to believe that 
the original of Poenulus was written for a Carthaginian audience, but did that 
prevent the audience from identifying with Agorastocles? Is it at all likely that 
they felt closer to the soldier because he was a fellow-Greek? (I should make it 
clear that Agorastocles and the soldier are not actually in love with the same girl 
in this play; but questions of the balance of sympathy do still arise.) Furthermore, 
is it possible that subsequent audiences in other parts of the Greek world had 
different reactions from those of the first audience to these and other plays, and is 
it possible that Roman audiences watching adaptations by Plautus and Terence felt 
altogether indifferent to distinctions between Athenians, Ephesians, Calydonians 
and other Greeks (and even between them and Carthaginians)? I prefer to see each 
play as constructing its own world of insiders and outsiders, and to see most 
members of any audience as going along with it and as being willing to make 
whatever imaginative leaps seem to be required. Roman audiences no doubt felt 
themselves to be culturally much further removed from the world of the play they 
were watching than did the Greek audiences however far-flung. But I am sure 
they were at least capable of making the leap required to see questions of 
Athenian citizenship through the eyes of the major Athenian characters in a play 
such as Eunuchus. In the case of a character like Thraso, the style of his 
presentation is such that it would simply be perverse of audience members to 
lavish sympathy on him. The effect of a strong comic stereotype is precisely to 
channel our reactions in a certain direction. For the Roman audience, indeed, 
Thraso (and any other such soldier) could be seen as doubly an outsider, an 
outsider in the already alien world that they are observing. As we shall see, not all 

                                                 
11 Pyrgopolynices almost certainly is not Athenian, since we are told that he had ‘come to Athens 
by chance’ at one stage in the antecedents to the play (104 hic miles forte Athenas advenit). 
12 He would surely not otherwise refer to her at 1304 as amatricem Africam or address her father 
Hanno at 1410 as Poene (if that line is by Plautus; its authenticity is defended by Zwierlein [1990] 
100-1). 
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comic soldiers do conform to the stereotype, but if that makes them interesting I 
think it does so for all audiences, not just the original one. 

To complicate matters still further, there are some kinds of soldier or ex-
soldier who are certainly not outsiders in the world of the play. Epidicus, set at 
Athens, does show us one soldier who is said to come from Euboea (153), and we 
hear of another, fictional soldier from Rhodes (300-1).13 But there is also 
Periphanes (the father of the young hero), an Athenian citizen who had served as a 
mercenary in his younger days and was famous for having amassed a great deal of 
wealth (449-51); he assures the Euboean soldier that he has far more to boast 
about than the soldier does (451-2), and he has already told the audience that he 
used to boast about his achievements as a young man (if 431-4 are really by 
Plautus)14. He is an insider, a citizen, but he has at least had it in him to be a miles 
gloriosus, something underlined (as in the case of other soldiers) by his very 
name.15 Hunter makes the further point that ‘In assuming the characteristics of the 
miles gloriosus, Periphanes also takes over the role of dupe which the soldier 
usually plays’: he soon learns that he has been tricked by his slave.16 In other 
words, citizens as well as soldiers can be the victims of trickery, but in this case 
the fact that Periphanes is himself something of a boastful soldier makes it seem 
particularly appropriate. 

His son Stratippocles seems also to be predestined by his name (‘Crack 
Cavalryman’) for a career of military glory, and he has indeed been away on 
campaign and has bought a beautiful girl who was part of the war booty (43-4). 
But it seems that he (unlike his father previously) has not been serving as a 
mercenary under some foreign king but as a citizen in the Athenian army; the 
details are not filled in, but he had left home to join the legio (46 ad legionem), 
and we are told at 206 that ‘everyone has been sent back home from the legion at 
Thebes’;17 furthermore, he has not amassed great personal wealth but had to 
borrow the money to buy his girl from a money-lender at Thebes (53). He is 
another citizen insider, but there is no suggestion that he will ever be tempted to 
boast about his military exploits; he just happens to have been on a campaign, as 
duty required.18 

                                                 
13 cf. Duckworth (1940) on 153-5. Wehrli (1936) 109 notes that the Euboean soldier is presented 
on entry at 437ff. as a conventional boaster though this portrayal is quite irrelevant to the plot; the 
whole scene is entertaining but inessential. 
14 cf. Duckworth (1940) on 431-4, Lowe (2001) 67. 
15 It means ‘conspicuous’. (At Asin. 499, admittedly, it is the name of a wealthy businessman, but 
it is at least an appropriate name for a soldier.) Like Therapontigonus Platagidorus in Curculio and 
Bumbomachides Clutomestoridysarchides (mentioned at M.G. 14), he sports the double-barrelled 
name Periphanes Platenius at 438 and 448 (when he meets the Euboean soldier); Schmidt (1902) 
202-3 suggests that the second name means ‘fraud’.  
16 Hunter (1985) 70. 
17 a legione omnes remissi sunt domum Thebis. (Athens and Thebes have been at war.) It is perhaps 
worth noting that Curculio in military disguise at Curc. 399 pretends to have been wounded ob rem 
publicam, although he is now allegedly in the service of the soldier. 
18 For the sake of completeness, I should add that Amphitruo too is a citizen soldier in the play 
named after him. 
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Captivi points out in its own prologue (58) that it includes no miles gloriosus, 
but it presents four characters who have been captured in war, three of them 
citizens on one side or the other with the names Philopolemus, Philocrates and 
Aristophontes (which, if it means ‘slaying great warriors’, is another military-
sounding name to add to the other two, ‘War-lover’ and ‘Strength-lover’).19 They 
have all been fighting as soldiers, but nothing is made of this in the course of the 
play; it is just part of the background—they are all young men like Stratippocles 
who just happen to have been fighting for their country.20 

Periphanes (the father in Epidicus) has his counterpart in Menedemus in 
Terence’s Heauton Timorumenos, who in his younger days had found both fame 
and fortune by fighting in Asia and even tells his son Clinia off for not doing the 
same—though he bitterly regrets it when Clinia actually takes his father’s lesson 
to heart and goes off to Asia to serve under ‘the king’ (whichever king it was).21 
Clinia shows no more inclination than Stratippocles to boast about his military 
achievements; they are both typical Athenian insiders, young men in love who are 
going to get their woman in the end, and military service has left no very obvious 
mark on them. If Moschion in Menander’s Samia had gone off to serve as a 
mercenary in order to teach his father a lesson—which is what he says at 626-9 he 
thinks would really be the appropriate thing to do—he would surely have seemed 
to be another Clinia, not a Thraso. (Most of the young men in comedy have 
presumably served their turn as ephebes—Chaerea in Eunuchus is unusual in still 
being an ephebe at the time of the play—but they do not tell us much about it; 
Charinus at Mercator 40-1 seems to equate it with studium puerile, a stage left 
behind when he first fell in love with a meretrix.) 

An interesting borderline case is the soldier in Curculio, who rejoices in the 
name of Therapontigonus Platagidorus22 and displays some aggression in his 
threats against Lyco and Cappadox at 533ff. and 572ff. respectively; we also have 
evidence for boastfulness as a feature of his character in Curculio’s boasts on his 
behalf and Lyco’s reactions to them at 442-52 (where Lyco is persuaded that 
Curculio comes from the soldier precisely because his boasts are so absurd). The 
soldier appears to have no settled abode at Epidaurus, where the play is set, and he 
is made to address Lyco as his host (hospes) there in the forged letter that the 
money-lender reads out at 429-31. All of this might make him seem to be cast as a 
typical military outsider. But he turns out to be the brother of Planesium, who is 
thereby confirmed as being of free birth, and he betroths her to Phaedromus. As 
far as we can tell, these are citizens of Epidaurus, and Therapontigonus’ 
rootlessness is simply a sign of his being a mercenary soldier.23 (Arnott suggests 
that Therapontigonus would seem to be a xenos simply from the fact that he came 
‘from abroad to the scene of the play’.)24  

                                                 
19 cf. Schmidt (1902) 388: ‘… wir es hier nicht mit einem miles zu thun haben, für den der Name 
recht wohl passen würde’. (He is both right and wrong to claim that Aristophontes is not a soldier.) 
20 On Captivi, see Leigh (2004) 57-97. 
21 109-17. 
22 408, 430, 561. Cf. above, n.15. 
23 cf. Brown (2004) 24-5. 
24 Arnott (1996a) 56. 
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It is perhaps worth remarking that Therapontigonus is regularly referred to as 
miles, ‘the soldier’; he is even made to refer to himself by that title (as well as his 
name) at the beginning of the forged letter at 429, just as the soldier in Pseudolus 
does at the beginning of his letter at 998. In the closing scene of the play, even 
after he has been discovered to be the brother of Planesium, he is consistently 
addressed as miles in the vocative, even at two points by Phaedromus who is 
about to become his brother-in-law: at 674, where Phaedromus asks him to betroth 
Planesium to him; and at 728, at the very end of the play, where Phaedromus 
invites him to dinner.25 In other words, we are consistently invited to think of him 
as ‘the soldier’.26 The same is true of the soldiers in Bacchides, Miles Gloriosus, 
Poenulus, Pseudolus, Truculentus and Eunuchus; in Epidicus, too, where there is 
much less reference to the Euboean soldier, he is identified as a miles on his first 
mention at 153. By contrast, Stratippocles in that play is never referred to as miles, 
nor is Clinia in Heauton Timorumenos or Chaerea in Eunuchus (though he is once 
said to be an ephebus).27 It is only those soldiers who seem destined to lose out 
who are labelled as soldiers. 

A military-sounding name is not necessarily a sign that a character in Latin 
comedy is a soldier (at least not in any literal sense): there are the Menaechmus 
twins (whom Gratwick guesses to be perhaps named after a famous 
mathematician),28 Alcesimarchus in Cistellaria and Alcesimus in Casina, 
Mnesilochus in Bacchides, and also a number of women: Cleostrata in Casina, 
Phanostrata in Cistellaria, Nausistrata in Phormio, and the redoubtable priestess 
Ptolemocratia in Rudens. Donatus tells us that the names of characters in 
comedies ought to be given according to some etymological rationale, because it 
would be absurd to give characters inappropriate names or to give them a part to 
play that does not fit their name.29 I am not sure why Plautus has chosen some of 
these names, but it seems clear that Donatus takes too simple a view of the matter: 
some cases straightforwardly support what he says, others do not. 

It is possible that the stereotyping of the soldiers was reinforced by their 
costume, though here the texts give us fewer clues than we might have hoped. The 
two items most commonly mentioned are the chlamys and the machaera.30 Are we 
to imagine Stratippocles wearing his military uniform when he returns from 
campaign early in Epidicus? If so, was there any difference in costume between 
him and the soldier who arrives at 436 with his chlamys billowing out (undantem 
chlamydem)? There is no clue to what Stratippocles is wearing, nor Clinia in 
Heauton, nor the two ephebes Chaerea and Antipho in Eunuchus. Perhaps the 
                                                 
25 He is only once addressed by name, by the leno on greeting him at 561. 
26 cf. Wehrli (1936) 35: ‘ebensowenig erhebt sich ihr Bruder über die konventionellen Züge des 
unterliegenden miles gloriosus.’ 
27 824. 
28 Gratwick (1993) 138. 
29 Donatus on Terence, Adelphoe 26: nomina personarum, in comoediis dumtaxat, habere debent 
rationem et etymologiam. etenim absurdum est comicum, <cum> apte argumenta confingat, vel 
nomen personae incongruum dare vel officium quod sit a nomine diversum … in quibus summum 
poetae vitium est, siquid e contrario repugnans contrarium diversumque protulerit, nisi per 
¢nt…frasin ioculariter nomen imponit, ut Misargyrides in Plauto dicitur trapezita. 
30 Saunders (1909) 78-80. 
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mask and its hair-style gave a clue, if the actors wore masks in the time of Plautus 
and Terence—or, if not, there could have been conventions of make-up and hair-
style that gave exactly the same effect. Inevitably here we turn to Pollux’s 
catalogue of the masks of Greek New Comedy, which includes among the young 
men’s masks two with wavy hair: ‘The Wavy-Haired, a soldier and braggart, has 
dark skin and dark hair; his hair is wavy, as is that of the Second Wavy-Haired, 
who is more delicate and fair-haired.’31 In the opening scene of Miles Gloriosus 
there is mention of Pyrgopolynices’ hair (64, caesaries); at 768 he is said to be 
caesariatus, and at 923-4 cincinnatus and unguentatus (with his hair curled and 
perfumed). Admittedly, cincinnatus is an epithet applied at Truculentus 610 by the 
soldier to his rival, who is not a soldier; so we do not have the evidence to talk of 
fixed visual clues. But even if they were not fixed, it would clearly be no great 
problem in any particular case to give the more flamboyantly military type a more 
flamboyantly military appearance; this could certainly include the type of cloak 
that he wore. 

I now turn to the evidence of Menander. As in Plautine comedy, not all his 
soldiers are outsiders, and not all bearers of military-sounding names are soldiers. 
In the case of Aspis, Kleostratos has been on a military campaign in the East, but 
it is clear from the start of the play that he is an Athenian citizen who has enlisted 
to repair or improve his family fortunes so that he can provide his sister with a 
decent dowry;32 he is still firmly rooted in his Athenian household. When he 
returns from abroad in Act IV, he may well be dressed in uniform, but we shall not 
be expecting him to be a buffoon or a boaster. He is now wealthy, but his wealth 
does not present a threat to some rival lover. He also has a wealthy uncle called 
Khairestratos;33 military-sounding names just happen to run in this family. But 
some characters in other plays have clearly adopted soldiering as more of a long-
term career; these are the characters I wish to examine further. 

The most clearly buffoonish and boastful soldier in the surviving remains of 
Menander is Bias in Kolax, the model for Thraso in Terence’s Eunuchus. Like 
Thraso, he is wealthy (lines 27-54 Sandbach = B26-53 Arnott show that he has 
enriched himself on his most recent campaign), and he is also competing with a 
citizen for the favours of a prostitute. Too little survives for us to be able to tell 
whether, like Thraso, he was also a peregrinus. It does seem to be Bias who is 
referred to as a xenos at 130 Sandbach = E235 Arnott,34 but it is perhaps possible 
that that means no more than ‘mercenary soldier’; see below on Polemon in 
Perikeiromene. There is very little to be said about the Thrasyleon after whom 
another of Menander’s plays was named (even if we accept Arnott’s tentative 
assignation to it of P.Antin. 55 = Fab. Inc. 7 Arnott), except that Julian tells us 

                                                 
31 Pollux 4.147 (translated by Green and Seeberg [1995], vol.1 p.21): tù d' ™pise…stJ, stratiètV 
Ônti kaˆ ¢lazÒni kaˆ t¾n croi¦n mšlani kaˆ melagkÒmV, ™pise…ontai aƒ tr…cej, ésper kaˆ 
tù deutšrJ ™pise…stJ, ¡palwtšrJ Ônti kaˆ xanqù t¾n kÒmhn. 
32 cf. MacCary (1972) 288-9. Menander’s Xenologos may have portrayed another such citizen, if 
fr. 255 K-A offers a clue. 
33 This was also the name of non-military characters in Menander’s Epitrepontes and Eunouchos. 
34 cf. also E243 Arnott, where Arnott translates ‘soldier or stranger or guest’. 
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Thrasyleon was a ‘foolish soldier’ (stratièthn ¢nÒhton);35 and we know next to 
nothing about Menander’s Stratiotai (‘Soldiers’), Xenologos (‘Recruiting 
Officer’) or Pseudherakles (‘Pseudo-Herakles’),36 all of which are likely to have 
included soldiers.37  

A soldier who certainly behaves aggressively, at least on one occasion, is 
Polemon in Perikeiromene, who cuts off his girl-friend Glykera’s hair in a fit of 
jealous rage right at the start of the play. At one point in the prologue he is 
referred to as ‘the soldier’ (146, not the first mention of him), and he is called that 
again in a passing reference at 371. At 294 his rival Moschion speaks of him as 
‘the plumed captain, hateful to the gods’, almost certainly referring to his plumed 
helmet,38 though we cannot tell whether Polemon was actually seen in the course 
of the play wearing this helmet. At two points his aggressive behaviour is linked 
to his being a soldier: at 185-7 the slave-girl Doris says (with reference to him) 
‘I’m sorry for any woman who sets up house with a soldier: they’re all thugs; you 
can’t trust them an inch’;39 and at the end of the play (1016-7) he is told by 
Glykera’s father to forget about being a soldier and not act hastily again.40 This 
reinforces the idea that his brutal treatment of her hair was typical soldierly 
behaviour, as does the fact that he appears with a band of followers in Act III 
intending to take by storm (if necessary) the house where Glykera has taken 
refuge. (This scene in particular might remind us of the scene at Eunuchus 771ff. 
where Thraso storms on to attack Thais’ house and recover the slave girl he has 
given her.)41 On the other hand, the prologue assures us that he is not by nature the 
sort of person to treat his girl-friend the way he has done (164-5), and it very 
quickly becomes clear that Polemon is the unhappy lover whose affair with his 
mistress forms a major focus of interest in the play; at the end, he is formally 
betrothed to her by her father, and that is for most of the characters the desired 
happy ending. In Act III it is really his slave Sosias who incites him to attack the 
house; Polemon himself is easily persuaded by Pataikos to abandon the idea.42 It 
has also been noted that Polemon is given a rather more sympathetic presentation 
than the young citizen Moschion who is his rival in love; as Hunter says, 
Moschion ‘is such an absurdly comic figure that [the audience] “wants” Polemon 

                                                 
35 Menander, Thrasyleon test. iii K-A. 
36 Blume (2001) 191-2 suggests that Pseudherakles in particular is likely to have portrayed a 
soldier as a fraudulent boaster. 
37 A character in Karchedonios 35-9 claims to be a grandson of ‘Hamilcar the general’, but I 
cannot follow the arguments of MacCary (1972) 290-2 for supposing this character to be a soldier. 
On the other hand, see MacCary 291 n.27 and Arnott (1996b) 88-9 for the possibility (based on 
line 109 Arnott) that Karchedonios did include a soldier in its cast. MacCary 294-5 and Arnott 
(2000) 520-5 discuss P.Berol. 13892, which may well come from a play that included a soldier but 
is too fragmentary to tell us much. Other plays suggested by MacCary (1972) as having perhaps 
included soldiers are Thais (p.295), Hippokomos (‘Groom’) and Rhapizomene (‘The girl who gets 
beaten up’), both at p.297. 
38 qeo‹j ™cqrîi pterofÒrai cili£rcwi. See Gomme-Sandbach (1973) ad loc. 
39 dustuc»j, / ¼tij stratièthn œlaben ¥ndra. par£nomoi / ¤pantej, oÙd�n pistÒn.  
40 tÕ loipÕn ™pil£qou stratièthj [ên, †na / propet�j po»shij mhd� žn [... 
41 cf. Wehrli (1936) 110. 
42 cf. Wehrli (1936) 111, who also refers to 379-80 as showing that it is Sosias who is characterised 
by boastfulness. 
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to get the girl’.43 Also, although Polemon is wealthy enough to have showered 
gifts on Glykera (516ff.), his rivalry with Moschion is not a competition in 
wealth—they are not competing for the services of a prostitute. Furthermore, 
Polemon does not seem to be a peregrinus. The play is almost certainly set at 
Corinth (though admittedly this is not specified in what survives of it), and the 
prologue makes it clear that Polemon is a Corinthian citizen (129-30). Pataikos, 
who turns out to be Glykera’s father, is presumably also a Corinthian citizen; 
otherwise he would not betroth his daughter to Polemon.44 But otherwise Polemon 
exists in something of a social vacuum: we learn nothing about his own family 
background, and the prologue tells us that he has only recently acquired one of the 
houses on stage (145-6); if there was a family home in which he had been brought 
up, we cannot tell what has happened to it. 

One apparent complication is that it is most probably Polemon at 361 who is 
referred to by the slave Daos as ‘the xenos’.45 Most of the translations I have 
consulted take this word to mean ‘mercenary’ here (e.g. Del Corno: ‘il 
mercenario’; Arnott: ‘the mercenary’; Balme: ‘the soldier’);46 and there is good 
reason to translate it thus rather than ‘the foreigner’ (Paduano: ‘lo straniero’),47 
since Polemon is not a foreigner at Corinth. But this still seems a strange word for 
a slave in a Corinthian household to use with reference to a Corinthian citizen. 
Xenos is a regular term in Greek for a mercenary soldier, but that is because 
mercenary soldiers were typically hired from other states; they were not citizens 
of the states for whom they fought, but that does not mean that they became 
foreigners in their own cities. Does this passage show that in some contexts the 
word had lost the connotations of foreignness with which it had begun? I have not 
seen this discussed in the commentaries, but one possible explanation is that Daos 
calls Polemon a xenos because he knows no better: Polemon has only recently 
moved next door, and perhaps Daos has made the obvious but false assumption 
that he is a non-Corinthian. Alternatively, as Arnott suggested in the case of 
                                                 
43 Hunter (1985) 68; cf. already Wehrli (1936) 110-11 on the reversal of the traditional pattern by 
which the soldier wins out against the non-military young lover, and MacCary (1972) 282 on 
Moschion as qrasÚj in the prologue (line 151). Now see also Lape (2004) 180. 
44 He betroths her gnhs…wn pa…dwn ™p' ¢rÒtwi (1013-4) and gives her a dowry. They could 
conceivably all be Corinthians somewhere else, but cf. Gomme-Sandbach (1973) on 125 tîn 
Korinqiakîn kakîn. 
45 Lamagna (1994) 221-2 (on line 171 in his numbering) argues that it is Sosias, but Gomme-
Sandbach ad loc. produce cogent reasons for its being Polemon; as they suggest, it is the 
realization that Polemon has returned from abroad that prompts Daos to add that the situation has 
become extremely difficult. (I fear that Lamagna may have misunderstood the wording of 
Gomme-Sandbach when they say that Polemon ‘has come back to the country’, which does not 
here mean ‘in campagna’ but ‘in patria’, and I do not know why he thinks Daos must already be 
aware that Polemon is in Corinth: has anyone told Daos the true reason for Glykera’s move from 
Polemon’s house?) Sosias is most probably Polemon’s slave (see Gomme-Sandbach [1973] p.466 
top and on line 361: at 359 he refers to Polemon as his master [despÒthn]), and whatever it means 
xenos is an unlikely word to use to refer to a slave. (When Moschion remarks at 530 that an 
alleged platoon of xenoi has turned out to consist of Sosias alone, the word clearly means 
‘mercenaries’, but, as Gomme-Sandbach say on that line: ‘This, of course, does not imply that 
Sosias was in fact a mercenary soldier and a free man.’) 
46 Del Corno (1966) 335; Arnott (1996b) 409; Balme (2001) 149. 
47 Paduano (1980) 227. 
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Therapontigonus, Polemon is a ‘stranger’ simply because he has recently arrived 
from abroad; his very rootlessness makes him seem a xenos (and thus effectively 
an outsider) even in his own city. However, it could perhaps follow from this that 
xenos has indeed come to mean ‘mercenary soldier’ even in a context where there 
is no question of the soldier’s being a foreigner. At 361 Polemon is referred to as 
xenos, at 371 as stratiotes (‘soldier’), in the mouth of the same character in the 
same scene; both terms mean essentially the same thing. Because he regularly 
hires himself out to serve in non-Corinthian armies he has become a xenos by 
profession. It is perhaps for this reason that the prologue states explicitly at 129-
30 that he is a Corinthian citizen, in order to reassure the audience that this really 
is his home town.48 

In the case of Misoumenos, several scholars, including myself,49 have 
suggested that the audience’s initial visual impression of Thrasonides at the 
beginning of the play would have been of a stock mercenary soldier, leading them 
to expect him to be a boastful buffoon, and that it was thus a deliberately 
contrived surprise for them when his first words turned out to be the lament of an 
ill-starred lover. Were we right? Can we be sure that the visual clues were so 
strongly suggestive of the boaster? Would it perhaps have required a particularly 
flamboyant sort of military outfit to suggest that, and is it likely that Thrasonides 
would have been wearing such an outfit on leaving his house in the middle of the 
night? Or would the mask alone have been enough to suggest the stock character? 
If Thrasonides wears the first of Pollux’s two masks (see above, n.31), and if 
Pollux is right that that suggests a braggart, then his subsequent portrayal would 
indeed turn out to be a surprise. But how can we tell which mask he wore? The 
only clue to his appearance in the text is that his slave Getas assures him at 93 
Arnott that he is ‘exceptionally charming’ (Øper£steioj) to look at. It is likely 
enough that his costume made it clear from the start that he was a soldier.50 But 
did Menander’s audience expect every soldier to be an outsider, or were they in 
the habit of waiting to see whether he would turn out to be a Stratippocles or a 
Pyrgopolynices?  

As with Polemon, we learn nothing about Thrasonides’ family background, 
but (again as with Polemon) at the end of the play he is betrothed to the woman he 
loves by her father, and given a dowry,51 which most naturally suggests that they 
are all citizens of the same state.52 (Admittedly, Plautus’ Cistellaria, set at Sicyon, 
shows a betrothal between a boy from Sicyon and a girl whose father originally 
came from Lemnos, but I believe the Menandrian original of this play was not set 
at Sicyon.53) The setting of Misoumenos is uncertain (Athens and Rhodes have 
                                                 
48 Gomme-Sandbach (1973) 470 make a similar suggestion: ‘The insistence that Polemon is 
Corinthian by birth (129) can be explained by the consideration that a mercenary soldier may well 
not be a citizen of the town where he is resident.’ 
49 Brown (1987) 188. 
50 Blume (2001) 192 suggests that Menander’s soldiers regularly wore a sword as part of their 
costume, as well as a military cloak and a standard mask. 
51 444-6 Sandbach = 974-6 Arnott. 
52 Webster (1974) 29 says that Thrasonides is not a citizen but gives no reason. 
53 See Brown (2004). I ought to have been aware when I wrote that paper that the same case had 
already been argued by Kuiper (1936) 167-203, 261-4. 
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both been suggested). The word xenos comes more often in this play than in any 
other surviving play of Menander, but it is used consistently not of the soldier but 
of Demeas, the girl’s father, and it appears to convey not necessarily that he is a 
non-citizen but that he has come from abroad.54 Demeas has in fact come from 
Cyprus,55 where Thrasonides had acquired his daughter Krateia as part of his 
booty in a campaign, but it is simplest and most natural to suppose that they are 
all Athenians and Demeas was for some reason an Athenian resident in Cyprus. (If 
not Athenians, then perhaps Corinthians or Sicyonians or whatever it might be, 
but not Cypriots.) Presumably there was never any doubt about Krateia’s 
parentage; her separation from her father has been relatively brief. But no one was 
to know that they would ever be reunited, and until that happened it was not clear 
how her citizenship could be firmly established or how her relationship with 
Thrasonides could ever be converted into an official marriage—nor need we 
suppose that Thrasonides had any such thing in mind before her father turned 
up.56 

Nothing suggests that Thrasonides is a foreigner in the city where the play is 
set (though he has clearly returned there after being away on campaign);57 and he 
is given a largely sympathetic portrayal in what we have of the play. Admittedly, 
there is some evidence for a different picture in what Choricius tells us (fr. 1 
Sandbach = test.1 Arnott):  

Having the evidence of comedy you know that a soldier is a larger-than-life, 
swashbuckling creature, with a great deal of false pretension. Any of you who 
can form a picture of Menander’s Thrasonides knows what I mean. He says that 
this fellow, suffering from the disease of a soldier’s disagreeable character, drove 
the girl he loved to loathe him. In fact this hatred of Thrasonides has come to be 
the play’s title.58  

But this is hard to reconcile with what we otherwise know of the play, which 
suggests that Krateia came to hate Thrasonides because she believed he had killed 

                                                 
54 It is interesting that Simplicius on Arist. Physica p.384.13 Diels compares Demeas with a xenos 
who happens to turn up and then ransoms a captive. 
55 231 Sandbach = 632 Arnott. 
56 On the other hand, it presumably did not take Thrasonides and Krateia long to discover that they 
were fellow-citizens. This may make it seem strange that he retains some rights over her even after 
granting her her freedom (see Borgogno [1988] for a discussion of her status at the start of the 
play), but she has no one else to act as her kyrios, and no way of establishing her citizenship, until 
her father appears. 
57 Whether it is Thrasonides or Getas who is said to have ‘come to our house yesterday after a long 
interval’ at 31-2 Arnott, the form of words most naturally suggests that he has returned to base, that 
this is where they had set out from in the first place. That might make us feel that this is where 
they really belong. 
58 tr. Arnott (1996b) 361. In addition, we have Photius’ word for it that the verb spaq©n was used 
in this play meaning to boast falsely (¢lazoneÚesqai, fr. 10 Sandbach and Arnott), though of 
course that could have come in a remark about Thrasonides that was quite unfair, or indeed in 
some other context altogether; and fr. 5 Sandbach and Arnott could come from a scene of boasting 
by Thrasonides, though it could also be someone else talking about him (since Ãn can mean either 
‘I was’ or ‘he was’), and in any case the degree of boastfulness is impossible to assess without a 
context. (It runs, in Arnott’s translation: ‘From Cyprus, with most glorious / Achievements. There 
he (or I) served one of their kings.’) 
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her brother. Perhaps he did boast about the killing (unaware, of course, that she 
would recognise the sword he had taken from his victim as being her brother’s 
sword), but if so that must have happened before the play began. Perhaps, like 
Polemon, he had indulged uncharacteristically in some soldier-like behaviour that 
helped to set the events of the play in motion; in Polemon’s case it was an act of 
violence, in Thrasonides’ an unfortunate bit of boasting. But neither is at heart a 
boaster. Given the way he is presented in the opening scene, I find it hard to 
imagine that Menander included a scene for Thrasonides later in the play that in 
any way resembled the boasting of Bias in Kolax.59 Furthermore, as far as we can 
tell, he has no rival for the love of Krateia;60 any possible issues of outsider and 
insider simply do not arise in this play, though that cannot have been clear to the 
audience as they watched the opening scene. 

Sikyonios (if I may use that title for the play even in a paper dedicated to 
Geoffrey Arnott) is set somewhere in Attica, probably at or near Eleusis. The 
soldier Stratophanes lives in a house there, presumably one that he rents, or a 
lodging of some kind, since at the beginning of the play he believes himself to be 
a Sicyonian and as a metic in Attica he would not be able to own property. Unlike 
Polemon and Thrasonides, then, he is an outsider in the setting of the play by 
(apparent) citizenship as well as by profession; but he is like them in being the 
leading male lover. This combination is made less unexpected by the fact that he 
will turn out before the end of the play to be of Athenian birth after all; the 
audience were probably told by the prologue that he had been given away as a 
baby to the Sicyonian woman who had brought him up,61 so for them (if the play 
was put on in Attica) he was not an outsider—and certainly they could see that 
within the world of the play he was not really one, at least as far as citizenship 
was concerned. However, his beloved slave-girl Philoumene, who knows herself 
to be Athenian by birth (though she has not yet found her parents), is said to be 
afraid of him since he is her master, a xenos and in love (97-8), xenos perhaps here 
too conveying (at least in part) that he is a soldier, though it is regularly translated 
simply as ‘alien’ or ‘foreigner’ at this point. It is presumably with reference to 
Stratophanes that someone utters fr. 2 Sandbach (= 5 Arnott): ‘The dress of 
soldiers and of foreigners / Is easy to deride, apparently.’62 

Sikyonios thus has in common with Perikeiromene that the soldier is mocked 
or feared by other characters while the audience is invited to take a more 
sympathetic interest in his fortunes. (We may compare the presentation of the 
prostitute Thais in Eunuchus, based on a play by Menander.) Another curious 
thing these two plays have in common is that in both cases their rival in love is a 

                                                 
59 cf. Turner (1979) 110 = (1983) 246: ‘Choricius, on present showing, does not appear to have 
read the play with any attention.’ Lape (2004) 189 n.55 is more willing to believe that Thrasonides 
must have ‘acted like a stereotypical braggart soldier … in some lost portion of the play’. 
60 cf. Wehrli (1936) 112, noting that in Poenulus too the soldier does not have a rival in love. 
MacCary (1972) 285 is not inclined to accept his own tentative suggestion that Kleinias may have 
designs upon Krateia, and I do not think we yet have any evidence to support it. 
61 cf. 281-2. 
62 tr. Arnott (2000) 305: eÙloidÒrhton, æj œoike, fa…netai / tÕ toà stratiètou scÁma kaˆ tÕ 
toà xšnou. 
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young citizen called Moschion, who turns out in Sikyonios to be the brother of the 
soldier, in Perikeiromene to be the brother of the girl. But there are differences 
too: Philoumene is Stratophanes’ slave, Glykera is not the slave of Polemon; in 
Sikyonios the soldier discovers his true parentage, converting him from a non-
Athenian to an Athenian, whereas in Perikeiromene it is Moschion who discovers 
his true parentage, but that only moves him from one Corinthian family to 
another. Unfortunately, many details of the presentation are now lost to us; and we 
cannot tell if the audience found the mere ‘dress of soldiers and of foreigners’ 
‘easy to deride’, nor how Stratophanes was first presented to them.63 He is 
associated with a parasite, Theron, which may perhaps have led the audience to 
expect a scene of boasting similar to those that we find in Miles Gloriosus and 
Eunuchus (the latter adapted from a scene in Menander’s Kolax).64 But we cannot 
be certain of the relative chronology of the Greek plays in question, or how 
stereotyped the pairing of soldier and flatterer had become at the time of 
Sikyonios;65 and in what remains of the play we cannot see any signs that 
Menander is playing with his audience’s expectations over this. Stratophanes is 
another soldier who appears to have enriched himself (fr. 3 Sandbach = 6 Arnott 
seems to come from a similar context to Kolax 27-54 on Bias), but once again his 
rivalry with Moschion does not include a competition in wealth, and once again 
the girl in question is not a prostitute—indeed, she is his slave, as I have said, so 
there cannot be any question of competition of that kind. 

The main conclusion to be drawn from this, as indeed from almost any study 
of Menander, is how very hard it is to generalise about his practice. The point is 
made with regard to soldiers by Nesselrath (1990) 328-9; as he suggests, there 
was more scope for variety in the presentation of soldiers than of cooks or 
parasites. Nesselrath 325-9 goes over the evidence (such as it is) for the 
development of the boastful soldier as a stock type in the second half of the fourth 
century. He notes that Menander appears to have portrayed soldiers more often 
than Diphilus or Philemon, at least if the surviving play-titles are any kind of 
guide; and it certainly fits with what we have come to believe about Menander’s 
presentation of stock types (including even parasites and cooks) if he explored 
opportunities to portray them in ways that did not conform to the established 
expectations. Blume (2001) 193 and 195 has noted that Polemon, Thrasonides and 
Stratophanes must be seen as giving up their mercenary career at the end of the 
play and settling down as citizens, and this theme is central to Lape (2004) ch. 6, 
on Polemon and Thrasonides; this distinguishes them from many of the soldiers of 
Latin comedy, who remain soldiers to the very end. By giving these characters 
these names Menander has underlined that they are soldiers; that perhaps serves to 
draw our attention to the fact that he has not given them a stereotypical 
presentation. Polemon and Stratophanes are both referred to as xenoi, and it is 
possible that something was made of misunderstandings over Polemon’s civic 
status in portions of Perikeiromene now lost to us (the question of Stratophanes’ 

                                                 
63 At 215 he is described as being ¢ndrikÒj in appearance, but that is already in Act IV. 
64 cf. Jacques (2000a) 127, (2000b) 245. 
65 Webster (1974) 18 thinks the pairing was found also in Menander’s Pseudherakles, but the 
evidence for that play does not take us very far (though cf. n.36 above). 
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status is of course central to Sikyonios); but they do not conform to the boastful 
stereotype.66 But we should not think that Menander never gave his audience what 
they expected, with soldiers or cooks or any other characters. I have mentioned 
Bias in Kolax, the model for Thraso in Terence’s Eunuchus; and Kolax altogether 
may have included broadly comic portrayals of a parasite (perhaps even two 
parasites) and a pimp as well as the soldier. When we survey most of the evidence, 
we might be tempted to think that it was the Romans who particularly enjoyed 
mockery of foreign mercenaries. But there is always Kolax to remind us that 
Greeks could do so too (whether or not Bias was strictly speaking a foreigner at 
Athens), and that Menander may sometimes have given them what they enjoyed 
in a perfectly straightforward way.  

 

                                                 
66 Since they appear to have been portrayed sympathetically from an early stage of the play, and 
since the outcome was probably also clear to the audience from an early stage, I find it hard to 
accept Lape’s view, outlined in the second paragraph of this paper, that these soldiers function as 
surrogates for Hellenistic monarchs. The claim that Perikeiromene, for example, ‘invites 
contemporary citizens to see Hellenistic rulers and their assorted officials as civic benefactors 
while encouraging Hellenistic rulers and officials to accept civically scripted positions’ (186) 
seems to me to leave the play far behind: Polemon is a Corinthian citizen who happens to have 
become a mercenary soldier, not a ‘Hellenistic official’. On the other hand, her claim that ‘the 
sympathetic mercenary character is a product of a precise historical moment’ (201) is interesting, 
though it needs to be set in the context of Menander’s presentation of stock types more generally. 
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